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just another German party with a factious party committee and
a leader who was not allowed to lead. The National Socialist
revolution was dead; the difference between Gocbbels and Strasser
was simply in the method adopted to dispose of the corpse.
Between the factions Hitler found no difficulty in maintaining
himself. They were too evenly balanced to make him fear revolt
and, with either faction claiming to have proved its point, he
felt that, if prestige had suffered., authority was unimpaired. But
if Goebbels felt that he had won because Hitler was now so
persuaded of the evils of negotiation as to be stubborn against
the President's offer, Strasser realized to the full that the imagined
victory was defeat unless the legend of success was recovered.
At all costs before a third blow fell—he had at last realized the
secret of the presidential tactics—somehow, somewhere, distracting
success must be won and it could not now be won by mass action
—unlike Goebbels, he believed the masses were escaping. If the
party got tangible evidence that National Socialism was still a
power in the land, if Hitler could show it that he possessed real
power of some kind no matter on what terms he got it, the position
might be saved. Disappointed, harassed, in a state of nervous
exhaustion, and utterly at sea in the world of high intrigue where
honest men were tricked to their doom, Hitler promised Goebbels
that the watchword would be, "No compromise with the presidial
system," and at the same time authorized Strasser to take what
steps he could to make any sort of compromise possible.
Strasser at once got into touch with Schleicher. The general
welcomed him as a godsend. The presidential clique was nearly
as much a bear-garden as the National Socialist committee. The
President, charmed at the way in which he had got rid of the
detested Hitler, turned cheerfully to his beloved Papen; to him
there was now no objection to Papen's quiet return to power
and his indignation is comprehensible when he found all sorts
of objections raised. Papen had avenged his fall onlytoo thoroughly^
by wrecking all hopes of a "national concentration," at least for
the moment. It was he who had seen to the method of Hitler's
rebuff, he who had guided the presidential pen; he had clearly
more friends around the President than the others had thought.

